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Software Engineer 
Smart Factory m/f/d

What does a Software Engineer do with us?

What do we do?

APPLY NOW

COME ON BORD

Must Haves
  You have knowledge of C#, .Net Core and the  

.Net Framework. Javascript - SQL databases  
are not foreign to you.

  You enjoy agile software development and follow 
current current web trends.

Nice To Have
  You have experience in Angular and React,  

ASP.Net MVC. 

It‘s nice when Docker, Docker Compose and AWS 
Fargate are not foreign words.

  Design, development and integration of interesting  
software systems

  Takeover of the process from implementation to  
documentation and testing of the software

  Observing current technology developments and contributing  
knowledge to the further development of our technologies

  Responsibility for the modernization of our smart modules  
in cooperation with our team

We create the Smart Factory of tomorrow.

As an expert in iT solutions for digitalization in  
manufacturing, we enable production companies 
to realize the Smart Factory. Our products are 
used throughout Europe. Our customers  
appreciate our innovations and down-to-earth 
approach. We work as a team in a family  
environment that is characterized by appreciation 
and open to new ideas.

How have you developed as a software engineer during 
your time at iT Engineering Manufacturing Solutions?

Through the many insights into other areas and contact with 
our customers, whether on-site or mobile, I was able to  
develop personally and professionally and see a lot. 

What are your strengths, what makes you stand out?

I love programming and being able to use different  
programming languages in my job. At the same time,  
I always work in a results-oriented way.  

What do you value most at iT Engineering  
Manufacturing Solutions?

The topics are always exciting and you work on the cutting 
edge. I especially like the fact that we bring real added value 
to great companies and the industry with our products and 
services.

What we offer you:

HYBRID WORKING
Whether at your desk in the 
office or remotely - you  
decide according to your 
needs.

COMPANY EVENTS
Whether at the traditional 
„ beer past four „ or at our 
company parties - here  
everyone gets his share.

TOGETHER
We coordinate on a daily  
basis, share our expertise 
and make decisions together.

MODERN WORKING
Comfort and well-being 
are ensured thanks to our 
ergonomic ergonomic office 
equipment.

PHYSICAL WELL-BEING
Fresh fruit, hot coffee and 
water are all inclusive with 
us.

FIRST-CLASS HARDWARE
Each employee receives a 
high-performance computer 
that can also be used for 
mobile work.

How long have you been with 
iT Engineering Manufacturing  
Solutions?

I‘ve been on board since 2010.

What do you like most about  
your team?

We are a small, dedicated team and 
can always rely on each other. That‘s 
how we manage to keep a calm head 
even in stressful situations.

Gregory, 34

„ Working as equals 
and collaborating 
productively are  
our top  
priorities.“ 
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